APPENDIX – A

NAME OF THE STAND-ALONE STORE

NEW MARKET AREA: (6 stores)
M.E. Nusker, Shib Lall & Sons, Gulus, Bengal Chickon Arts, Mullickalaya, Fashioneo

GARIAHAT MARKET AREA: (10 stores)

RASHBEHARI and LAKE MARKET AREA: (30 stores)
NEW ALIPORE AREA: (4 stores)
Vijay Laxmi Stores, Alo Stores, Ghar Laxmi, Sarala Stores

SHYAMBAZAR / HATIBAGAN AREA: (25 stores)
Biswanath Bhandar, Purakayastha Stores, Nandy Brothers, Ishani, Bhowmick Brothers, Bichitra, Ritayan, R.S.Kesari, Lakshmi Bastralaya, Young Bengal Society, Anantram, S.Dey Stores, Silk Kuthi, Joy Gobindo Bastralaya, Satyanarayan Bastralaya, Madan Mohan Stores, Indian Silk, Kalimata Variety Stores, Sandeep Stores, Neel Kamal Suiting and Shirting, Viky Garments, Katyani Bhandar, Yashodha Stores, Vivekananda Cloth Store, Sandeep Bastralaya

BURRABAZAR AREA: (25 shops)